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On 16 February 2021, the project management team of the Network of Public Universities in Iceland 

assigned the Board of the Evaluation System the task of reviewing the Evaluation System based on 

certain criteria, as outlined in the report from 30 September 2021. On 27 September, the Board 

delivered its review proposal to the project management team. The project management team then 

asked the Board of the Evaluation System to present the proposal to academic staff at the public 

universities and invite them to submit comments and suggestions.  

The Board received a total of 49 comments, most of which were submitted using the special feedback 

portal that was opened for all staff at the public universities. In accordance with the agreement on the 

Evaluation System for Public Higher Education Institutions, signed 1 December 2020, between the 

University of Iceland, the University of Akureyri, Hólar University College, the Agricultural University of 

Iceland, the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, the Ministry of Finance and Economic Affairs, 

the State University Professors' Union, the Association of University Teachers at the University of 

Iceland, and the Association of University Teachers at the University of Akureyri, formal comments 

from the aforementioned parties were requested. 

 

Response to comments 

One of the main criteria for the review was to make the Evaluation System simpler and clearer by 

reducing the span of points awarded for specific categories, as well as clarifying the evaluation criteria. 

Many comments expressed positive feedback on this development. Some people wanted further 

amendments and efforts were made to accommodate these requests as far as possible. 

We would like to remind everyone that the review covered only the Evaluation System for Public 

Higher Education Institutions, not different motivational systems within individual universities or the 

ways in which the Evaluation System relates to collective wage agreements. A few comments discussed 

the distribution of funding between organisational units at the individual universities, but this topic 

falls outside the purview of the Board of the Evaluation System. 

The most frequently raised topics were the rule on jointly authored works, evaluation of Master's and 

Candidate's theses, points awarded for articles published in journals with impact factors in the top 

20%, evaluation of faculty administrative work, and entry into force of the new system.  

Rule for jointly authored works 

Several people submitted comments about the rule for jointly authored works in the Evaluation 

System, which is used to divide points between the authors of jointly authored material. There were 

several suggestions for how the rule could be improved, such as awarding the primary author more 

points than other authors, excluding students when dividing points between authors, increasing the 

number of articles that receive additional points, and also various ideas for how to amend the criteria 

in order to increase the number of points awarded. The current version of the rule for jointly authored 

works dates from 2009, when it was changed to award additional points for up to two articles per 

author, which slightly increased the number of points awarded for jointly authored material. 



The Board of the Evaluation System does not believe that there is cause to amend the rule for jointly 

authored works at this time. The changes suggested conflict in various ways, could be challenging to 

implement and would not necessarily make the system fairer, particularly the idea about increasing 

the number of points awarded to primary authors. In many cases, it is difficult to determine who the 

primary author is, since conventional procedures for identifying the primary author of printed works 

vary between disciplines and subjects. It could also create an incentive to be recognised as the primary 

author, which could lead to tension and imbalances. There have already been instances of authors 

arguing about their contributions to jointly authored works and increasing the number of points 

awarded to primary authors could encourage more conflict of this nature. Distributing points equally 

between authors will enable all employees to take part in writing articles as primary or co-authors 

without the Evaluation System incentivising anything other than collaboration.   

Master's, Candidate's and doctoral theses 

In response to a large number of comments, it has been determined that Master's and Candidate's 

theses will not be removed from the Evaluation System. This decision is based on the reasoning that 

such an action could penalise new staff members, particularly in their initial evaluations.   

The Board received comments about changing the way that PhD theses were evaluated, in particular 

suggesting that a distinction should be drawn between theses based on a collection of scientific articles 

and comprehensive theses, i.e. monographs. People pointed out that the way points are awarded for 

PhD theses can be discriminatory, since all material that is published from PhD theses is also awarded 

points. This means that someone could potentially receive more points for a thesis which is a collection 

of articles than for a monograph. Upon closer investigation, the matter does not seem to be so clear 

cut. Attempts to publish the articles on which a doctoral thesis is based are not always successful and 

it is also common to publish material from a monograph in some other format, e.g. in an academic 

journal, book chapters or books. The Board of the Evaluation System therefore recommends against 

amending the evaluation of PhD theses. 

 

Evaluation of articles published in outstanding journals 

The Board of the Evaluation System carefully explored the idea of raising the number of points awarded 

for articles published in journals with impact factors in the top 20% (A4.1), as several people suggested. 

Around 32% of scientific articles published at the public universities fall into this category. Raising the 

number of points awarded for these articles would therefore unavoidably cause inflation in the system, 

which is something that the Board has been trying to avoid throughout the review process. For this 

reason, it is proposed that the evaluation of articles in category A4.1 remain unchanged. 

On the other hand, the Board has received many comments pointing out that this category of journals 

with a high impact factor creates inequality between subjects at the universities, since impact factor is 

not used to rank prestigious journals in all disciplines. Academics therefore do not all have equal 

opportunity to get their work evaluated in this category. In order to respond to this issue, we now 

propose that employees should be able to submit reasoned arguments requesting that their articles 

published in particularly prestigious journals be evaluated in this category.  

Evaluation of the position of faculty head 

The Board received comments about the evaluation of faculty and department administrative work. 

Having reviewed these comments, the Board concludes that it is reasonable for faculty heads and 

department heads to receive the same number of points, regardless of the size of the faculty or 



department. This is consistent with the number of points awarded for other administrative positions, 

e.g. school dean, pro-rector and rector, which depends not on the size of the organisational unit but 

rather the level of responsibility involved. It is now proposed that the heads of all faculties receive 40 

points, regardless of the number of students or turnover or the size the faculty, rather than between 

25 and 50 points as previously. It is worth noting that the reduction in teaching duties for faculty heads 

and department heads does take into account the size of the organisational unit.  

Finally, the Board received comments arguing that membership of faculty committees was 

undervalued in the system. However, the Board does not recommend amendments to the way this 

work is evaluated. Administrative systems are not always comparable between faculties, which makes 

it challenging to use a standardised evaluation for such administrative positions. These responsibilities 

could also be considered part of the administration duties of each academic staff member, who in 

some cases receive special compensation for the work, e.g. financial compensation or a reduction in 

teaching duties. 

Entry into force 

As is conventional, it is proposed that the new Evaluation System enter into force on 1 January 2022 

to be implemented in annual performance reviews in early February 2023. Several comments were 

submitted pointing out that the change may be unfairly sudden, since authors may have already come 

to agreements with specific publishers concerning works to be published in 2022. These comments are 

undoubtedly correct, but the Board does not believe they give cause to delay the entry into force of 

the entire Evaluation System by a whole year, as some people requested. However, the decision has 

been made to allow employees to request that works published 2022-2023 be evaluated in accordance 

with the classification of publishers or, as applicable, journals in effect at the time that a firm 

agreement on publication was reached. 

Evaluation of articles in Icelandic academic journals 

The Board of the Evaluation System is now responsible for classifying journals that do not appear in 

international databases, including Icelandic journals, see Section A4 of the Evaluation System. The 

decision has been made to retain the current classification of Icelandic journals for now, but journals 

may request a review of their classification if there is cause to do so. Classification is based on the 

criteria outlined in Appendix I, On the classification of journals not included in international databases. 

A few other points 

The Board did not believe there was cause to award points for peer review, despite comments 

suggesting this. This decision was made in light of the fact that peer review is generally anonymous 

and unpublished and varies in length, ranging from a single paragraph to a full report.  

Comments were submitted arguing that more points should be awarded for membership of a journal's 

editorial board. The Board discussed this matter thoroughly and decided to stick with the initial 

proposal. If a member of an editorial board believes that the position entails unusually significant 

responsibilities, it is possible to apply for additional points through a so-called special evaluation.  

A few comments were submitted suggesting that special compensation should be awarded for 

publications in open access journals. Open access journals vary in quality and this category 

unfortunately still includes journals that appear to make few requirements regarding academic 

standards. The Board therefore does not believe there are grounds to award special compensation for 

articles in open access journals at this time. 



Further explanation has been added making it still clearer that societal innovation is included in the 

category Innovation and knowledge transfer. The category for psychological tests has also been 

expanded and is now called Psychological tests and comparable measuring tools.  

The introduction to the Evaluation System has been edited and now includes an explanation of the 

initial evaluation for newly recruited staff and the main criteria for this evaluation. 

Minor changes were also made elsewhere, especially for the purpose of clarifying evaluation criteria 

in response to submitted comments and suggestions. 

 

Attached is a reviewed proposal with marked changes from the Board's initial proposal. 
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